Energy Drains in the Landscape – Mother Earth’s Safety Valve Mechanism
One of the only benefits of this Covid pandemic and Lockdown is being able to do all of those things one
meant to have done, decades ago, because with time on our hands we are all now stuck at home.
The one in question here arises from when Jane Thurnell-Read came to Devon Dowsers to talk about her
work in Kinesiology and Geopathic Stress, and she touched upon Energy Drains. She said they occur all over
the landscape at about half mile points and seem to be part of the planet’s energy system in controlling the
ebb and flow of energy, in that they are locations which drain and dissipate harmful or negative energy away.
She said the problem comes when they become jammed or blocked in some way, so the energy cannot drain
freely through them from the physical world into some other dimension that we do not yet understand, and
very often it is human activity that has caused this blockage.
So as the sun was shining a few days ago I went
down my garden and asked: is there one near me,
in which direction and how far? Holding up one rod
it turned westwards and counting in 100m steps it
was about 800m away. I live towards the edge of
town and consulting my OS map I determined
roughly where the energy drain was, then the next
day went out for a walk with the dog, rods
discreetly tucked into my pocket!
When I got there, as suspected, it was very near to
a roundabout at the end of a busy dual
carriageway (which bypasses the town). Happily,
there wasn’t much traffic, so with dog in one hand
and one rod in the other, I did several passes over the traffic island in the photo and quickly found the energy
drain point in the verge about 300mm off the kerb. (For once, for me, the rod swung convincingly to that
point each time). Although I’ve included photos there is actually nothing to see. (It’s near to the sign pole).
But when I held my pendulum over the energy drain’s point, instead of spinning like a helicopter as I
expected…..no matter which way I swung it….it mysteriously dampened down to a vertical dead stop. It felt
like it was magnetically being pulled down, as if it was showing me the direction of travel - into the ground.
Jane also explained that for each drain, there is an on/off switch located
about 5 or 6m away! Often if metal is inadvertently placed over it, like a
washing machine in a newly built house, then the switch will turn off and
the energy becomes ‘jammed.’ She also found these drains and switches
could be up in the air.
I dowsed for the switch here, but as it was inaccessible within the bushes,
I left it alone. Interestingly the drain here is at ground level and is on the
cut/fill line of the road. But no doubt if it was further up the road in the
deep cutting it could have been way over head height .
I dowsed the drain to see if it was fully working and it said yes; and I also
asked has it ever been blocked in the last 2000 years, and it said no, which
I found comforting.
Photo above: - The energy drain is on the other side of the road, 300mm off the curb, 2m to the right of
the pole.

I did mean to do this about 5 years ago, and so at the time rang Jane to see if she had done any further
investigations on the subject, but she said no and that she had moved into other things – but she did write
a book in 2006 (Geopathic Stress & Subtle Energy) and included in that detailed her investigations to date.
Very interestingly, page 116 describes how by map dowsing and placing a set of numbers on a blocked
switch, it can be made to function properly again. Each number having a vibrational rate corresponding to a
certain phenomenon.
Happily, I live in an area of low GS, which I attribute to the nearby healthily working drain. But I did do some
map dowsing to look for energy drains elsewhere. Near to my old house before I moved here, there is one
at the bottom of Anchor Wood in Barnstaple, in the field near to the holy well in the woods.
Also, I went on a dowsing walk in Bradgate Park with
Leicester and Rutland Dowsers a year back (and still have
the A4 map) and there is one to the south side of Old John
Tower, but for some reason it won’t tell me if its working or
blocked. I suspect its only partially working. At the time we
dowsed for energy lines, spirals and the age of oak trees
etc., but wasn’t thinking about energy drains.
I’m writing this really to let others in the group know of
Energy Drains as nothing much is mentioned about them.
We’ve heard of the diagonal Curry grid and square
Hartmann, negative and positive earth energy lines, radial
lines at standing stones, Spirals and any amount of Mother Earth’s subtle energies and GS in general……but
because these Energy Drains are generally benign and seem to be beneficial and part of Gaia’s lifeforce we
don’t hear much about them at all. I guess if you sat in your favorite armchair and there was one underneath
you, you might feel a bit funny…..and want to move either it or your chair.
What prompted this was watching the Patrick MacManaway YouTube video for the last book club meeting.
In it he had an upturned black 100mm rainwater pipe filled with crushed basalt stuck vertically in the ground
and was measuring its ‘aura’ of influence in the landscape (another experiment to try!) reminiscent to me
very much of Earth Acupuncture and granite standing stones on our moors, and the radiating of energy ‘out’,
whereas with my Energy Drain it was more like radiating the energy ‘in’.
Having done this little bit of research yesterday I rang round some dowsing friends to ask their thoughts on
Energy Drains and if they had come across them, but very few had. (Neither Gywnn P nor Nigel T had). When
I spoke to Adrian I – C he said not much, although he did know of their existence and so has mentioned them
in his new book which will be published in two weeks. We both agreed the term energy ‘sinkhole’ is almost
a better name.
Again, I’m guessing if most are working properly then they won’t attract much attention and won’t need
correcting. Although I’m somewhat baffled as to why some black energy lines can pass straight by, and not
get sucked in as it were. Certainly, they can be unblocked if they get jammed, although it would need to be
carefully unblocked by an experienced dowser, by ritual, intent or as Jane T-R has found by placing numbers
on a map.
What is most curious to me is why there is a switch Who put it there? Even more intriguing, who is meant to
be operating this on/off switch? Someone from another Dimension - I wonder?
Anyway, over to you………………...and I’ll let you find out!
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